
AIC Seeking Alpha Stock Pitch  

Informational Packet 

 

In general, we look for market/stock analysis that is well-presented, actionable, and            

in-depth; this could be analysis of the overall market, an investment theme, a sector, or               

a particular stock (note: we recommend writing about an undercovered stock or unique             

idea that will stand out from the crowd as opposed to frequently discussed             

stocks/ideas). For competitions, all eligible entries must focus on one stock. Articles do             

not have to include an explicit buy/sell recommendation to be actionable (i.e., articles             

can be about macro-economics), but every article must include information that could            

help a reader make an investment decision in a security or sector. Always start with an                

intro to the thesis and end with a conclusion, wrapping up the main ideas. Make sure to                 

add source links to support all ideas and statements.  

 

The first step is to become a Seeking Alpha contributor. Please share this link with               

students for instructions on how to become contributor.  

 

Educational Material 

 

● Please see here (courtesy of Upgrade Capital) for a guide on how to help students               

develop strong investment research. 

● Keep in mind that the final submission should conform with SA article            

submission guidelines.  
● Please share my blogs with students for guidance. To learn more about our             

editorial guidelines, please see my blog post here. Please check my blog posts to              

know about the submission process, editorial review process, compensation         

process. 
 

 

Pitch Guidelines: 

 

Competition pitches must be a long or short idea on a single stock, or a pair trade.                 

Articles must have an actionable focus. The articles should not be reports or news, but               

should identify specific aspects of an investment decision and explore the implications            

for investors' decisions (for bitcoin coverage - articles should be about individual stocks             

and ETFs, not cryptocurrencies of any kind). 

 

● Pitches should be a minimum of 2 pages long, with no maximum 

https://seekingalpha.com/instablog/39111306-amarpreet-kaur/4642836-becoming-seeking-alpha-contributor-steps-need-take
https://upgradecapital.com/!files/tigt3e7ybrao5k1y/advancing_research.pdf
https://seekingalpha.com/page/article-submission-guidelines
http://seekingalpha.com/instablog/39111306-amarpreet-kaur/4639956-seeking-alpha-s-article-content-guide-can-write
https://seekingalpha.com/instablog/39111306-amarpreet-kaur/4639806-seeking-alpha-submission-process-can-submit-article
http://seekingalpha.com/instablog/39111306-amarpreet-kaur/4639556-seeking-alpha-s-editorial-process-can-expect-hear-editors-article
http://seekingalpha.com/instablog/39111306-amarpreet-kaur/4639556-seeking-alpha-s-editorial-process-can-expect-hear-editors-article
http://seekingalpha.com/instablog/39111306-amarpreet-kaur/4639506-seeking-alpha-s-compensation-information-money-bank-literally
http://seekingalpha.com/instablog/39111306-amarpreet-kaur/4639506-seeking-alpha-s-compensation-information-money-bank-literally
http://seekingalpha.com/instablog/39111306-amarpreet-kaur/4639506-seeking-alpha-s-compensation-information-money-bank-literally


● Individuals/teams should select a publicly-traded U.S. stock with a market          

capitalization of greater than $100 million and trading above $1. 

● All content must represent the author's (or authors') own work. 

● We attach great significance to adding sources to support your ideas. All charts or              

graphs must have a source (if it is the author’s own work, please provide a source                

for data used); all direct references and quotes and non-obvious information           

must also have a source, preferably a link. Links should be anchored to a few               

words in context, and not added in as footnotes. You can do this with the help of                 

the Insert link tool (chain link icon), to the left of the Find icon (binoculars) on                

the editing toolbar. 

● The pitch should briefly introduce the company, but then should focus on the             

author’s analysis and opinion, rather than reporting widely known information          

about the company. Articles must start with the thesis. All entrants should read             

this doc - a Start With Your Thesis - The Basics. 

 

Section IV: Prizes and Recognition 
_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

In addition to our standard compensation for published articles and free PRO access for              

all participants whose pitches are published on SA, we are awarding a PRO             

development course to the top three winners of the competition. As  part of this course: 

● Winners work directly with our PRO editorial team to develop their analytical            

skills. Writing for SA has been a proven way to gain the attention of potential               

buy side and sell-side firms, and this accelerates the learning curve. 

● The curriculum includes working on 10-K reviews, hands-on feedback and          

review of investment idea articles, and access to our Author Experience           

materials. 

● Editors are available for questions on any investment analysis related topics. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bzc3uyT-pqRqYVktZ05zb3N6TWc/view


● Participants are paid for their published articles as they would be for normal             

work, including eligibility for Top idea selection ($1000/article) if their          

analysis qualifies. 

Section V: Other Campus Outreach Initiatives and Tools for Students          
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Our campus outreach program aims to partner with students majoring in business,            

finance, and economics in different ways. Our goal is to help students build their              

personal brands and distinguish themselves by publishing their investment analysis on           

our platform.  

 

Online Competitions: The Campus outreach team rolls out periodic on-site,          

theme-based competitions exclusively for our collegiate authors and users. Follow my           

blog post for updates on all upcoming and ongoing online competitions.  

 

Mentorship program: To help student contributors write pitches and improve their           

chances to get published, we offer this valuable tool. Veteran contributors review            

participants' work and suggest edits and feedback before participants submit the final            

version to the Seeking Alpha editorial team. To learn more about this resource, please              

check my blog here. 
 

Integrating SA in the course curriculum: The integration program is especially           

designed to collaborate with faculties to provide the opportunity to their students to             

become contributors on Seeking Alpha, as part of their course requirements. To know             

more about this program, please check my blog here.  
 

 

 

Section VI: About Seeking Alpha & Contact Information 
_________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Overview 

 

Founded in 2004, Seeking Alpha is a crowdsourced platform for investment research,            

with broad coverage of stocks, asset classes, ETFs, and investment strategy. In total,             

Seeking Alpha has published analysis and breaking news on more than 12,780            

companies, including 3,000 tickers whose companies' primary listing is outside the           

U.S., representing ~70 foreign markets. 

 

http://seekingalpha.com/author/amarpreet-kaur/instablogs
http://seekingalpha.com/instablog/39111306-amarpreet-kaur/4955354-sa-contributor-mentorship-program
https://seekingalpha.com/instablog/39111306-amarpreet-kaur/5099456-integrating-seeking-alpha-course-syllabus


Opinion and analysis is our core focus. With over 15,000 contributing authors, 280,000             

commenters, and 12 million monthly unique users, Seeking Alpha is able to publish             

analysis on more companies than any other independent research provider. In fact, our             

readership is composed of the highest percentage of financial professionals of any major             

finance website.  

 

Seeking Alpha Contact Information  

 
Questions? Concerns? Feedback? We’d love to hear from you, so reach out to us! 

 

Amarpreet Kaur - Campus Outreach Coordinator: akaur@seekingalpha.com  

Campus Outreach Team - campusoutreach@seekingalpha.com  

 

 

mailto:akaur@seekingalpha.com
mailto:campusoutreach@seekingalpha.com

